
Job Description

3-5 Yrs Product Owner / Business Analyst

General Aeronautics (GA) specializes in Drone / Unmanned Aerail Vehicle development & 
deployment for agriculture, medical and defence use cases. General Aeronautics was 
established to address aircraft design in all its aspects from a comprehensive system-level 
perspective. The General Aeronautics team is comprised of highly experienced members 
with many decades of expertise in industry and R&D organizations internationally.

General Aeronautics is looking for an Product Owner who help architect GA’s system 
processes, artifacts and ensure compliance to respective standardization bodies. GA product 
owners need to help GA solve real world problems. They marry the business use cases with 
latest technology capabilities by determining the requirements of a project, and 
communicating them clearly to clients, stakeholders, facilitators and partners.

Responsibilities

Skills

Education

Contact : jobs@generalaeronautics.com

Construct wireframes, workflow charts and diagrams; sequence diagrams, studying 
system capabilities; writing API specifications
Translates conceptual customer requirements into functional requirements in a clear 
manner that is comprehensible to developers/project team.
Recommend controls by identifying problems; writing improved procedures like new 
tests to improve product quality
Develop and monitor project progress by tracking activity; resolving problems; publishing 
progress reports; recommending actions
Effectively perform daily, weekly and monthly reviews and analyses of current processes 
using operational metrics and reports
Define & assist in prioritizing product vision, road-map, feature backlog, user stories, 
acceptance test strategies, SPRINT Goals and growth opportunities
Keep abreast with latest technologies in the field of web application design and 
deployment, artificial intelligence and latest in technology
Work with cross-functional teams to manage product releases
Perform product system testing to validate conformity to requirements

Excellent written and verbal communication, including technical writing skills used for 
developing requirement documents, user manuals etc
Good familiarity in making graphic presentations, animantions in PPT, Word formats, MS 
excel formulas and methods. 
Must have curiosity to learn about new AI technologies and use cases.
Good familiarity with agile practices like grooming product backlogs, SPRINT, Backlog 
meetings, retrospectives, SPRINT playback meetings, Safe, product release management
Ability to work seamlessly with cross functional teams. Highly self-motivated and 
directed Ability to effectively prioritize and execute tasks while under pressure
Speedy decision making ability with ambiguous or incomplete data
Experience working in a team-oriented, collaborative environment

MBA in Management Studies, Marketing, IT, Business Management or a related subject
BBA in Management Studies, Marketing, IT, Business Management or a related subject


